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Figure 1. The discovery light curve showing beating.
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Figure 2. Fourier transform of the discovery light curve.The data were corrected for coincidence counting (`dead time') losses, sky backgroundand a mean extinction of �B = 0:m26/airmass, respectively. Since these were single-channelmeasurements, some sky transparency variations are to be expected in such data. Figure 1shows the discovery light curve. Notice the change in amplitude, indicative of beating oftwo or more frequencies.Figure 2 shows the Fourier transform of the light curve. The Figure shows only frequen-cies up to 5 mHz, but we have examined all frequencies up to the Nyquist frequency and�nd no further periodicities. The sky transparency variations (as evidenced by the noisefor � � 0:5 mHz) were negligible in this 3.8-hr light curve. The noise at those low frequen-cies is comparable to the scintillation noise. Such remarkably stable sky transparency isrelatively rare, but this Figure demonstrates the photometric quality attainable at NainiTal on an excellent night.The bimodal nature of the dominant peak in the Fourier transform indicates that theoscillations are multiperiodic. The frequencies and amplitudes of the two components ofthis peak are 0.59 mHz/1.61 mmag and 0.49 mHz/1.33 mmag. This corresponds to abeat period of 2.78 hr. We have con�rmed the presence of these oscillations and theirmultiperiodic character on three subsequent nights.The nature of HD 13038 is unclear. The pulsation periods (28 and 34 min) are muchlonger than those of the roAp stars (which span 6{16 min) and rather short for � Scutistars (P � 1=2 hr). Moreover, there are no con�rmed Ap stars known to exhibit � Scutipulsation, although a few � Pup stars (evolved marginal Am stars) do, as does the classicalAm star HD 1097. To clarify the nature of HD 13038, spectroscopic observations are beingacquired. These will be presented together with a detailed frequency analysis in a futurepublication.


